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1000 Trivia Questions for Kids
Provides five thousand facts about everything from
water parks and hair to manners and fossils.

Bugs
Spunky, eight-year-old Mallory McDonald is very
unhappy when her parents decide to get her older
brother Max a dog. Why would her parents agree to
such a thing? Dogs are smelly and bark and chew on
things. Plus, they already have a perfectly good cat,
Cheeseburger. When they finally get the puppy, it s
worse than Mallory imagined. Everyone loves Champ
and he and Max are getting all of the attention. Poor
Mallory now everyone s mad at her. What should she
do?

5,000 Awesome Facts (about
Everything!) 2
Join Gumball and his friends and family in this fun,
quirky activity & quiz book. Packed with mazes, word
searches, crossword puzzles, awesome quizzes, and
much more, it's not only a must-have for all Gumball
fans, but also great value at only $4.99.

Ultimate Weird But True
Provides the latest information on a wide range of
topics, including animals, culture, geography, the
environment, history, and science.
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Totally Top Secret Quiz and Activity Book
Join Barton Seaver—master chef and National
Geographic Explorer—on a year-round culinary
adventure as he explores what it takes to create the
ultimate dish. Barton provides mouthwatering recipes,
the ins and outs of healthy eating, awesome crafts
and activities, and food-focused challenges, proving
once and for all that cooking can be a blast. Follow
along as he teaches you to plant a kitchen garden,
host a dinner party for your friends, and pack the
perfect school lunch. Other highlights include ways to
play with your food, festive holiday meals, snow day
snacks, and family cooking competitions. With
fascinating sidebars, profiles on real people, and cool
facts, the National Geographic Kids Cookbook will
have you ruling the kitchen in no time!

Geo-whiz!
"Level 3 fluent reader"--Page 4 of cover.

National Geographic Kids Puzzle Book:
Space
This dynamic trivia book presents fun, reader-friendly
facts about science topics from insects to outer space.
Readers will love reading this book and sharing their
new knowledge with their friends.

Izzy Newton and the S.M.A.R.T. Squad:
Absolute Hero (Book 1)
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"Over 100
games and pubbles to unravel the
mysteries of your mind"--T.p.

5,000 Awesome Facts 3 (About
Everything!)
Learn 5,000 amazing facts about science, animals,
the human body, history, space, music, culture, and
more!

Cleopatra
Provides the latest information on a wide range of
topics, including animals, culture, geography, the
environment, history, and science.

#03 Mallory vs. Max
"This atlas takes readers through maps of the solar
system, the Milky Way, and deep space, giving them
a close look at and locations of planets, supernovas,
and other universes. Sky maps will help kids spot
these objects in the night sky and maps of planets
and our solar system give the kind of detail that
National Geographic is known for"--Amazon.com.

National Geographic Kids Almanac 2020
You've just discovered a submarine that will take you
to underwater places around the world! What
happens next is up to YOU! Filled with excitement and
hilarity, this compositional challenge lets you tell your
very own story starringYOU! Combining National
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Geographic
Kids' photography and illustrations in
colorful laugh-out-loud pages, this engaging,
entertaining, and educational book introduces you to
animals and people from all over the high seas, and
invites you to enter a new world imaginatively by
combining your story with theirs.

Quiz Whiz 4
A lighthearted reference for middle-grade students
shares engaging facts about the habits, preferences
and abilities of typical kids to enable readers to
determine if their own characteristics are mainstream
or distinctive, in a volume that introduces the idea
that "normal" is a relative concept. Original.

National Geographic Kids Quiz Whiz 2
It's the 10th anniversary of the world's best-selling
almanac for kids! This year the Almanac features allnew content, interviews with explorers in each
chapter, a special look at what was going on in the
world when the first National Geographic Kids
Almanac came out 10 years ago, plus the results of
the 2019 Almanac Challenge and a new Challenge for
kids who want to get involved with helping our planet.
Kids can have fun keeping up with our quickly
changing world with the New York Times best-selling
almanac, packed with incredible photos, tons of fun
facts, crafts, activities, and fascinating features about
animals, science, nature, technology, conservation,
and more. There's a whole chapter full of fun and
games, including activities, jokes, and comics.
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Practical
reference material, including fast facts and
maps of every country, has been fully updated.
Homework help on key topics is sprinkled throughout
the book.

Are You Normal ?
When Nick and Kia are invited to former Toronto
Raptor Jerome "Junk Yard Dog" Williams' basketball
camp in Washington, DC, they quickly discover that
this is no ordinary summer hoop camp. This is a
basketball boot camp that focuses on discipline and
hard work. Jerome and Johnnie's father, "Sergeant
Push-up" to the campers, is the no-nonsense camp
director. When scrimmages begin, Nick and Kia fall
victim to the antics of their teammate Jamal, a
talented but troubled player who tries to win games
on his own. Only after some hard lessons-and some
tough losses-do the three youngsters learn that it
takes everyone on the team to accomplish real
success.

Mental_Floss Trivia
In this fun, fascinating and full-color guide, the fanfavorite heroes of Big Hero 6 introduce young readers
to the most fascinating, unusual and downright mindboggling concepts from science, technology,
engineering and math – and of the critical thinking
skills they’ll need to become super-brain superheroes
in their own right! Jam-packed with answers to
hundreds of fascinating “why” questions that are sure
to keep kids turning pages for hours, this book
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leverages
the STEM backgrounds of the Big Hero 6
characters to make every question and concept
relevant to today’s kids. They’ll learn why robots will
soon develop AI (whether we want them to or not),
why our fingertips wrinkle when they get wet, why the
sun is able to eject solar flares into space when
there’s no oxygen to feed them, why water
sometimes runs uphill, and much, much more. While
there are other books for children that try to answer
the question “why?,” the Big Hero 6 Super-Brain
Science Book of Why is the only one completely
devoted to STEM topics, which are a huge focus of
children’s education today. What’s more, this book
also introduces kids to the concept of “critical
thinking,” with sidebars and callouts throughout,
challenging readers to understand how the scientists
arrived at the conclusions to these STEM-based
questions. With publication timed to coincide with the
second season of this hit Disney cartoon, this book
will help keep young kids educated and entertained
year round.

National Geographic Kids Cookbook
Provides information about the Earth's water,
including rivers, lakes, oceans, the water cycle,
climate, water pollution, and conservation.

The Everything Kids' Astronomy Book
Presents one thousand trivia questions and answers
on various subjects, from biology and technology to
mathematics, history, and popular culture.
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National Geographic Kids Almanac 2015
Presents facts, brief stories, and photos on topics
including extreme hotels, freaky foods, and crazy art,
showing that fact can be as weird as fiction.

Ugly Animals
Explore one of the most recognized names in modern
America with this biography of Supreme Court Justice
Sonia Sotomayor. Kids will learn about her rise to be
the first Hispanic Supreme Court Justice and the trials
she faced along the way. The level 3 text provides
accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for
independent readers.

Sonia Sotomayor
Billy Stuart is a young raccoon who aspires to be just
like his grandfather, a globe-trotting adventurer who
knows no fear. When he learns that his grandfather
has found a way to travel through time and is leaving
on another great voyage, he sets out to see him off
(and maybe sneak along). Billy Stuart follows his
grandfather's puzzling clues through a maze of caves
and caverns to find him before he leaves, trailed by
his Scout pack, the Zintrepids. What Billy doesn't
know is that once they go down the fateful path his
grandfather has taken, there will be no turning back.
Brightly illustrated and enhanced with games and
puzzles throughout, Billy Stuart and the Zintrepids is
sure to amuse readers of all ages. The next book in
the Billy Stuart series will be available in Spring 2019.
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That's Gross!
A collection of facts about diverse subjects such as
food, animals, inventions and more.

National Geographic Kids Almanac 2019
Incredible Science Trivia
Challenge your brain with tons of do-it-yourself,
interactive fun! These crosswords, sudokus, word
searches, and other boredom busters will keep you
entertained for hours. Blast off to the most fascinating
places in our solar system! You'll get to know the
planets, moons, and rockets of outer space--and test
your puzzle chops while you're at it. This activity book
is brimming with out-of-this-world facts, awesome
photos, and endless entertainment. (Where else can
you learn about space exploration AND master a
crossword puzzle--all in the same book?) Plus, all this
fun is packed into a handy, portable size, perfect for
tossing into a backpack or taking on the road.

1,000 Super Fun Mind-Bending Totally
Awesome Trivia Questions
This is the first in a series of 4 books that will tell the
true and hilarious stories of animals that love hijinks.
In this book you'll meet 3 naughty animals, including
Fu Manchu, the orangutan escape artist. Fu Manchu
lived at the Omaha Zoo and would routinely break out
of his habitat to explore the zoo on a nice day.
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Zookeepers
were baffled as to how the ape was
escaping, until one day they caught him in the act. Fu
Manchu knew how to pick locks. Not only that, he had
created his own tool that he used to pick the locks
with, which he would store in his mouth so as not to
be found out. This and two other charming stories will
engage readers and leave them wondering if humans
are really the smartest animals.

Water
Presents one thousand trivia questions and answers
on various subjects, from biology and technology to
mathematics, history, and popular culture.

Big Hero 6 Super-Brain Science Book of
Why
1000 Trivia Questions for Kids continues the challenge
in finding out how much young people know about our
world, and beyond. As the title implies, there are
1000 questions that are fun and challenging for young
people in the 9-17 age range. There are many
categories in the book, such as geography, history,
maths, English grammar and punctuation,
entertainment, sport, science, current events and
even the unusual things that make our world special.
1000 Trivia Questions for Kids is the perfect
companion for teachers in the Years 6-10 grades.
They can create their own quiz rounds with the
questions available, they can pick specific questions
for the specialist subject they are teaching, or they
can just fire random questions at students to gauge
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an understanding
for Kids is designed to stimulate thinking in young,
inquiring minds, as well as promote group thinking
skills, and also having fun in answering the questions.
After the last question, 1000 Trivia Questions for Kids
has the answers to all the questions-some with more
elaboration on the answers. 1000 Trivia Questions for
Kids is a terrific addition to any school or home
library.

Funny Fill-In - My Ocean Adventure
Quiz your family and friends with this ultimate Big
Quiz Book from National Geographic Kids, bursting
with jaw-dropping facts that will keep everyone
guessing and give you hours of fun.

National Geographic Kids Chapters: Ape
Escapes
A tummy-churning treasury of lively but disgusting
trivia shares historical information, cultural tidbits and
sickening scientific sidebars on everything from nose
picking and insect-based foods to hairballs and
digestive commonalities. Simultaneous.

National Geographic Kids Puzzle Book of
the World
An introduction to the world of insects, including
different kinds of bugs, their physical characteristics
and behaviors, with simple text and color
photographs.
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National Geographic Kids Ultimate U. S.
Road Trip Atlas
Presents one thousand trivia questions and answers
on various subjects, from biology and technology to
mathematics, history, and popular culture.

Billy Stuart and the Zintrepids
Learn about ugly animals and how their strange
bodies help protect them.

Brain Bogglers
Text and pictures present startling and fascinating
geographical, geological, and cultural facts from
around the world.

National Geographic Kids Ultimate Space
Atlas
A latest installment in the popular trivia series
features all-new content on high-interest topics
ranging from animals and space to pop culture and
nature. Simultaneous.

Quiz Whiz
Discover 1,000 more fun, fascinating, and funny quiz
questions in the latest book in this popular series,
with all-new content and photos.
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National Geographic Kids Infopedia 2021
When middle school mishaps happen, five friends
form the S.M.A.R.T. Squad and use their collective
skills and the power of science to bring order to their
school. Science reigns supreme with this squad of
young brainiacs. Join Izzy Newton and her friends in
the first adventure of this fun new middle-grade
fiction series from National Geographic Kids. A
crowded new school and a crazy class schedule is
enough to make Izzy feel dizzy. It may be the first day
of middle school, but as long as her best friends Allie
Einstein and Charlie Darwin are by her side, Izzy
knows it'll all be okay. However, first-day jitters take
an icy turn when Izzy's old pal Marie Curie comes
back to town. Instead of a warm welcome, Marie gives
her former pal the cold shoulder. The problems pile
up when the school's air-conditioning goes on the fritz
and the temperature suddenly drops to near freezing.
The adults don't seem to have a clue how to thaw out
the school. Cold temperatures and a frigid friendship?
Izzy has had enough of feeling like an absolute zero.
She rallies the girls to use their brainpower and
science smarts to tackle the school's chilly mystery
and hopefully to fix a certain frozen friendship along
the way. Will the girls succeed and become the
heroes of Atom Middle School?

Boot Camp
Bursting with crosswords, sudoku, word searches, and
more boredom-busting games, this write-in book is
your one stop shop for fascinating trivia and hours of
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brain-boosting
fun. Pack your bags for adventure! In
this book, you'll encounter people, places, plants, and
animals from all around the world--and get to test
your puzzle chops while you're at it! This activity book
is chock-full of colorful facts, awesome photos, and
hours of unplugged fun. Plus, all this fun is packed
into a handy, portable size, perfect for tossing into a
backpack or taking on the road.

5000 Amazing Facts (Discovery Kids)
Presents fun and interesting facts about different
areas of the fifty states, and includes smartphone and
GPS activities for road trips, tourist-related picture
puzzles, and places to visit in each state.

National Geographic Kids Quiz Whiz
Explore the galaxies! Aliens, space ships, and
constellations, oh my! Ride on a rocket ship to
another galaxy with this stellar book. With The
Everything Kids' Astronomy Book, astronomers-intraining will learn: How galaxies like the Milky Way
were built. Why the sun's surface is
20,000-50,000-degrees Fahrenheit. Why the earth
spins and how gravity works. What comets and
asteroids are made of and how they affect planets.
The truth about the man in the moon. Why Mars is so
hot and what those rings around Saturn are. What
scientists think about aliens and life in outer space If
you want to build a sky-watching kit or change your
room into a small universe, this book will take you on
a journey that is out-of-this-world!
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Big Quiz Book: 1001 brain busting trivia
questions
Presents a collection of over two thousand thematic
trivia questions on such subjects as "questions on
question marks," "fake fast food," and "animal
nicknames."
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